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(personal+) In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.  Amen. 
 

This Christmas is unlike any other… to cap off a year unlike any other. 

 

The joy of Christmas is with us… but there is also a sadness that we cannot be with 

family and friends. 

 

With so much uncertainty and unrest in our world today, it is all the more important 

to hear and to receive the Good News… 

 

…of the hope and promise of God; who sent his son into our world, to bring us 

peace, comfort and joy... 

 

Since becoming Rector of St Peter’s in the autumn, I’m amazed by how much 

attention is given to our pugs Dibley (as in the Vicar of) and Pippa, our rescue pug! 

 

…particularly when Heidi and I walk around Ashley Cross Green. What is it about 

dogs and babies? 

 

Now, I can be walking along the street on my own, and most people will pass me 

by, though some may smile a greeting… 

 

However, if I’m wearing my dog collar some people may actively choose to cross 

over to the other side of the road to give me a wide birth… 

 

…but mostly, we leave each other pretty much to ourselves. Something to do with 

reserved British culture, I suppose. 

 

But if I walk down the same road past the same people with Dibley or Pippa in tow, 

or if someone is pushing a pram, then everyone is suddenly your friend. 
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There is an instant rapport, as if you’ve known each other all your life… 

 

All the barriers tumble away, and a bridge of understanding is immediately 

established… 

 

…as the other person ‘oohs’ and ‘aahs’ at a baby, or tickles Dibley’s ears as she 

excitedly wags her curled up tail…  

 

A conversation often develops, and a relationship of mutual respect and fellowship 

blossoms, often to be continued the next morning, and so on thereafter... 

 

How clever of God, then, when the Lord really wanted to grab our attention to send 

Christ as a baby!  

 

Everyone loves a baby, and soon angels, and shepherds, and wise men, crowd in 

with amazement and wonder at what this baby will become… 

 

If you believe the traditional school nativity play, even some animals are there to 

wonder – even a lobster according to the film Love Actually… 

 

…but no dogs to steal the limelight. pause Everyone loves a baby – Oh, apart from 

King Herod, perhaps! 

 

Yes, a king… why not send a king? The prophet Isaiah tells us to expect a king with 

royal power ruling from the throne of David.  

 

Surely if God wanted to come among us, why didn’t he choose to come as a king, 

wrapped in power and authority… 

 

…dressed in the finest silks and bedecked with precious jewels? 
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This would surely better befit his exalted status and great majesty…This would 

surely make everyone sit up and take notice… 

 

But, no. He came as a baby so that no one would be ashamed to approach Him, 

no one would feel small in his presence… because no one is smaller than a baby.  

 

And no one is weaker than a baby – so that the powerless would find in him a friend. 

 

No one is more helpless than a baby – so that the defenceless would find their 

champion in him.  

 

No baby can speak… so that the voiceless and those deprived of justice and their 

rights would know he was right there with them in their need. 

 

And how strange! Here, a stone’s throw away, was the holy city of Jerusalem, God’s 

own city, the greatest city on earth, the centre of the world.  

 

So why didn’t God have His Son born there – to prove the point that this was His 

Son?  

 

No… God chose that Jesus should be born in Bethlehem, the least of the cities of 

Judah, six miles from Jerusalem… 

 

…on its very margins because God sent this baby to be the champion of those who 

live on the margins – the homeless, the exile, the stranger… 

 

…the immigrant, the poor, the leper… the beggar, the down-trodden and the 

broken-hearted. 

 

… the nurse, the lorry driver, even the politician! 
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In Jesus, God became a child for us, so that we should give our hearts to Him, for 

everyone loves a baby… 

 

…and so that we, in turn, should become God’s children, for it is to such as these 

that the kingdom of God belongs.  

 

As Charles Dickens said, “It is good to be children sometimes, and never better 

than at Christmas, when its mighty Founder was a child himself.” 

 

That child grew to be a teenager, a man… but ultimately a saviour – whose sacrifice 

of love we remember once again this holy night… pause 

 

May we all discover afresh the Lord’s comfort and joy this Christmas season. Amen. 

 

 


